Faculty of Medicine Graduates 111 New Doctors
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Congratulations from Dr. dr. Wisnu Barlianto, M.Si.Med, SpA(K)

Faculty of Medicine Brawijaya University organized a ceremony of doctor's swearing on Thursday (25/Oct/2018). Around 111 new doctors just swore oath in front of Vice Dean of the faculty. Chairman of Medical Profession Study Program dr. Cholid Tri Tjahjono, M.Kes., Sp.JP(K) mentioned new doctors graduated from Faculty of Medicine Brawijaya University is results of a judicium on 28 June 2018 and 25 September 2018.

He added that doctor's swearing oath is mandatory for new doctors who will run their profession and indicates accomplishment of their study initiated from academic steps until professional steps thus officially they are earned the title of doctor. The new doctors are still mandatory to run internship program at a general hospital class B, C and Health Centre for a year.

"Therefore, until current Faculty of Medicine Brawijaya University has graduated around 5,761 doctors. All alumni graduated here are distributed all corners of the country and abroad," he said.

In her speech, Dean of Faculty of Medicine Brawijaya University Dr. dr. Sri Andarini, M.Kes read by Vice Dean I on Academic Affairs Dr. dr. Wisnu Barlianto, M.Si.Med, SpA(K) mentioned that all new doctor graduates always maintain relationship with alma mater. Since, communication between alumni and alma mater is very important for science development both for the doctors and Medical educational development at the faculty.

"My advise as a doctor graduated by Faculty of Medicine Brawijaya University be a doctor that is trusted, virtuous, put forward the interests of patients above personal interests, polite in speaking, competent, professional, and tough in facing the heavier challenges in globalization era," he said to the new graduates.

In line with the Dean, Director of RSUD (Rumah Sakit Umum Daerah/Local General Hospital) Dr. Saiful Anwar Malang advised the new doctors for always put professionalism above their self interests.

"So that a doctor not only has knowledge and skills but also having character of caring, responsible in accordance with medical ethics code," he said.

New doctor graduates should also increase knowledge they have and urged not to feel enough with knowledge currently they have, but should continuously learn, get used for collaborative work with the entire health workers.

Furthermore, he added that Ministry of Research Technology and Higher Education along with Ministry of Health Affairs set three new literacies in medical education. This is to answer challenges in dealing with 4.0 revolution
era, which needs doctors to meet national and global demand. The three are including data, technology and humanity. By this, hopefully Indonesia can produce new doctors who are able to adapt in global and national demand.

"In accordance with the three new literacies, of which one of them is humanity, then this is important for you to remember that in serving communities, always be on empathy and improve your humanity. A doctor can not see patients not only from their physical aspect, but also mentality, emotional and their economic condition, thus they can make decisions related with what treatment is right to give," he closed. [Dinda/Humas UB/trans. Denok]
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